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“Come say hello to my little friend”
Hello again everybody. By the
time you read this, we are all
delving into preparations for the
harvest; your team in the vineyard
and our team in the cellar! Excitement is in the air. We are bottling
like crazy, finishing up special
projects and tuning up equipment in advance of what is
looking like an excellent vintage.
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The last laboratory report
discussed our goals of advancement and adaptation in regard to
automated lab equipment. Since
our last issue, we have been
enjoying our new instrument
immensely! The device that
proved superior to all other
droids was the Admeo Y15
automated spectrophotometer.
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Just as we mentioned before, this
technology comes to the wine
industry after many years of
service in the medical laboratory
field. It’s a great fit for us and has
been producing perfect and rapid
analysis for months. In fact, we
installed it right before harvest
2014! We have been in, “Lab
Heaven.” We sure don’t miss the
manual spectrophotometer
but to be clear, we’re smart
enough to keep it around in case
of emergency.

This thing has been great. It can
run almost 100 tests per hour. We
have been analyzing (with great
success) Acetic Acid, Malic Acid,
Glucose/Fructose, L and D Lactic
Acid, Total SO2, Nitrogen, and
Ammonia.
However, just like any lab instrument (automated or otherwise)
we keep an, “eagle eye,” on performance and results using check
samples and controls etc. Overall,
automation affords us more time
for careful observing and
monitoring.
Speaking of monitoring, we are
currently testing an additional
automated instrument for
measurement of pH and Total
Acidity. We should mention, we
have been careful to place all
these fancy units far enough
apart so there is no risk of them
replicating after hours. *Stay
tuned...
So, if you haven’t met our little
friend yet, please stop by the lab
for an introduction! Maybe you
can help us program it to brew a
cup of coffee. That’s a “stretch
goal” for harvest 2015!
Cheers!
-The Bin to Bottle Lab Team

*A note to any technophobes out there: Robots will not be
taking over the Bin to Bottle laboratory any time soon.

A Voice From The Cellar
People in this industry love talking
about their newest gadgets and
specialized equipment, and how it
makes their wineries, “state-of-the-art,”
cutting edge, blah, blah, blah. We here
at Bin to Bottle are guilty of the same.
However, having worked in the cellar
here for almost a year and comparing
it to my experience elsewhere, there is
something interesting and truly
unique about this winery. That is, there
is a highly trained person that drives
that Ferrari of an ozone machine and
there is a highly trained human that
measures the caustic for sanitizing the
Direct Flow Filter. Automation is great
but it will always need a face and a
brain here. The philosophy that a cellar
is only as cutting edge as the workforce it employs is alive and well here
at Bin to Bottle.
There are about 40 full time
employees who are tasked with
making your wine, whether it is

topping, bottling, sampling, racking, or
any other wine related service you
require. We are international in flavor,
and come from a wide range of
educational backrounds and professional wine making experience from
within Napa as well as from multiple
continents. My favorite days are when I
am assigned a work order from our
Celler Master Danny from Guatemala,
written by Toshi our Japanese Director
of Winemaking, to execute with
Chamoy from El Salvador, Marcin from
Germany, and Andrew who’s Mien.
So, the next time you come to visit us
here at Bin to Bottle say, “hola”,
“konichiwa” or “guten tag” to us folks in
the cellar and ask us about what we
are doing. I promise you’ll enjoy
hearing about the journey we’ve had
with your wines.
-Martha Rueca-Gustafsson
of the Phillipines.
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When will now be then? Soon...
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July 28th, 2015. There, I’ve said it.
That’s my predicition for the first
fruit of the year! For those of you
picking Cabernet Sauvignon, I
know that seems early but for us,
it was our first day of pressing last
year, and my guess is for a repeat
performance. Luckily for us
knowing that harvest will be
starting at the end of July is less
of a scary proposition, and more
of an invigorating call to arms. As
the continuous cycle of topping,
racking, and bottling rolls on, our
crew, over 40 in number (and the
majority with more than 4
harvests at B2B), get psyched for
the opportunity to crush fruit,
perform punchdowns and pumpovers, barrel down and make
additions. Our ever prescient
team is prepared to handle
whatever the 2015 vintage may
have in store.
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After 2013 and 2014 both
extremely good quality, and well
metered harvests; we’re not
resting on our laurels. With the
continued excellent performance
of the Pellenc destemmer we
decided to upgrade to a brand
new model this year, increasing
capacity, leading to more efficient
destemming and sorting. In
addition the new unit provides
more adjustability for berry size

and is substantially easier to clean
providing huge water savings.
The destemmer upgrade will
continue to improve the quality
of fruit handling and further
enhance an already excellent
grape receiving line. We look
forward to processing your
grapes in an even more efficient
manner continuing this run of
well ordered, well organized, and
successful harvests!
We’ll continue to take care of your
wines as if they were our own
nurturing them while they reside
in our immaculate barrel room
and then through filtering and
bottling. As you have come to
expect from Bin to Bottle we
continue to raise our game,
targeting the highest standards of
quality. As always, we’re looking
for ways to make your experience
at Bin to Bottle more enjoyable
and relaxed, so be sure to make
full use of our facilities any time of
the year, not just harvest! The
concierge and tasting room are
always at your disposal with
newly expanded, much faster
WiFi and client selected draft
beers. Bottling is in full swing and
with harvest on the horizon, we
look forward to seeing you more
in the months to come. Please
don’t be a stranger!
Cheers,
Trevor Chlanda

VA vs AA
Beginning July 1, 2015, Bin to
Bottle laboratory will report
Volatile Acidity as Acetic Acid. This
will provide our clients with
several benefits. First, it will bring
the B2B lab into alignment with
ETS regarding VA reporting (ETS
reports VA as Acetic Acid).
Second, enzymatic analysis of VA
is faster and cheaper than the
Modified Markham Still therefore,
it will be less costly for our clients.
Third, it is a much tighter, repeatable and more reliable method
for monitoring Acetic Acid (Vinegar) formation.
An additional benefit is a great
deal of water savings. The
drought crisis is a strong motivator to rethink all aspects of our
water usage. The Cash Still (we
run four at a time) uses water to
cool the condenser. We have
calculated that it takes 1.5 gal per
sample to run a VA which translates into many thousands of
gallons per year.
What you can expect.
Acetic Acid analysis will not
include interference from other
Volatile Acids (Formic, Butyric,
Lactic, Succinic, Sorbic, and
Proprionic acids). Therefore,

reported VA (post July 1, 2015)
will be slightly lower.
B2B Lab will be reporting the
same values as ETS and other
modern wine labs that report VA
as Acetic Acid.

Here at Bin to Bottle we pride ourselves in our customer
service, and the beer we offer our clients in our winemakers concierge. Below is a list of just some of the
beers we have recently had on tap at Bin to Bottle.

Acetic Acid analysis is priced at
$20/test. As opposed to VA analysis via Cash Still which is currently
$25/test.
After July 1, 2015, VA analysis via
Cash Still will continue to be
available at the B2B Lab (by
special request), but the analysis
fee will be increasing to reflect
the energy and environmental
costs related to this somewhat
outdated method. Starting July 1,
2015, Cash Still Analysis will be
$28/test.
Thank you for taking time to
review these changes. We have
included a few interesting links
on VA and Acetic Acid for your
enjoyment and edification. As
always, we are available to discuss
these and any other questions
you might have regarding wine
analysis at the B2B laboratory.
-The Bin to Bottle Lab Team

http://waterhouse.ucdavis.edu/whats-in-wine/volatile-acidity
http://www.enartisvinquiry.com/download/MSDS/Tech%20Sheet-VA.pdf

Anchor California
Anchor Steam
Anchor Summer
Anderson Valley Winter Solstice
Arrogant Bastard
Avery White Rascal
Budweiser
Coors Banquet
Ellies Brown Ale
Firestone 805
Goose Island 312 Urban Wheat
Guinness
Hamms
Lagunitas Censored
Lagunitas IPA
Lagunitas Little Sumpin
Lagunitas Lucky 13
Lagunitas Pale
Lost Coast Downtown Brown
Miller High Life

Modelo Especial
Monkey Knife Fight
Moose Drool
Napa Smith Cool Brew
Negra Modelo
Pacifico
PBR
Red Seal
Rolling Rock
Samuel Adams Boston Lager
Sapporo
Scrimshaw
Sierra Nevada
Smithwicks
Stella Artois
Stone IPA
Stone Pale
Trout Slayer
Trumer Pils
Victory Prima Pils

